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Short summary
In early 2018, the Albanian Parliament is planning to take its final decision on the
adoption the highly controversial “Draft Law on Waste Imports No. 92/2016”, which
aims at allowing the import of certain types of waste into Albania.
In the course of interviews with a large number of experts of Albanian and
international institutions it became obvious that at this point in time and with the
current wording it is not recommendable to adopt DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016.
With the legal expertise of Transparency International shortcomings of DRAFT LAW
No. 92/2016 were identified. In particular the articles on licencing, monitoring and
penal provisions need urgent revision in terms of wording and content.
The control and monitoring systems necessary to enforce DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016
require further improvements, too, to ensure that no hazardous wastes enter
Albanian territory under the guise of “secondary raw materials” – notwithstanding
the overall positive new scanner technology at Durres Harbour. This became clear in
consultations with the Center of X-Ray Technology at Fraunhofer Institute IIS as well
as with representatives of the German Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA) and the
German Federal Agency for Environment (UBA).
From a microeconomic perspective, importing secondary raw materials might indeed
help some recycling businesses to increase their production and create a number of
jobs. However, from a macroeconomic perspective, due to a variety of unwanted
side effects, DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 is likely to lead to a decrease in the overall
national employment rate and foreign direct investments and trade in other sectors
(such as agriculture, tourism or even textiles). Instead of pinning unrealistic hopes on
the import of foreign secondary raw materials, in the long-run it would be more
sustainable to improve national raw material collection and separation at source.
At this point in time, adopting DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 will most likely lead to an
increase in illegal shipments of hazardous waste to Albania and will bring with it a
high risk of providing organized crime and corruption with a golden opportunity.
There is a high risk of increased health hazards by way of intoxications of soil, water
and air, as an integrated waste management system is not yet in place in Albania (let
alone the capability to manage an increase in illegally dumped hazardous waste).
To adopt EU legislation prematurely in the area of waste imports may turn out to be
counterproductive: It is not only the EU Albania Report 2016 which concludes that
Albania’s waste management situation is still fragile and that it lags far behind most
EU countries. There is a high risk that the implementation of the EU principle of Free
Movement of Goods with respect to secondary raw materials can make Albania’s
compliance with two of its five key criteria for EU accession even more difficult,
namely the “Fight against Organized Crime” and the “Fight against Corruption”.
This study is not a plea for banning waste imports to Albania once and for all. It
acknowledges that the import of certain types of waste can become beneficial in the
future, if certain conditions are met, in particular the effective implementation of an
integrated waste management system in Albania as a whole.
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1 Albania’s draft law on waste imports No. 92/2016
Since the 1990s imports of hazardous wastes have repeatedly shaken up Albania.2
When in 2013 the newly appointed Prime Minister Edi Rama (Socialist Party) kept his
election campaign commitment to prohibit the import of all types of waste, Albanian
environmentalists and citizens reacted with a sigh of relief. All the greater was the
surprise when in July 2016 three members of parliament proposed DRAFT LAW No.
92/2016 which aims at allowing the import of certain types of waste into Albania.
When shortly thereafter Prime Minister Edi Rama declared himself in favour of this
draft law, waves of protests emerged instantly which have not stopped until today.

1.1 The main supporters of and opponents to DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016
Support within Albania comes from:


Prime Minister Edi Rama/Socialist Party (SP)



Three members of parliament who have introduced the draft law: Mr. Eduart
Shalsi (SP), Mr. Ervin Bushati (SP), Mr. Bujar Derveni (LSI)



Recycling businesses in Albania, particularly those who are members of the
Albanian Recycling Association headed by Mr. Vullnet Haka, CEO/ Everest



Mr. Xhemal Mato, Head of NGO “Media and Environment”3

Opponents within Albania include:


Albanian Association of Municipalities



Aleanca Kunder Importit te Plehrave (AKIP), an Albanian civil society
association consisting of environmentalists, scientists and NGO members4



Mr. Lulzim Basha, Chairman of the Democratic Party (DP) 5 and Prof.
Jamarber Malltezi6, DP member and Professor at Agricultural University of
Tirana, the Albanian Green Party7 and the Socialist Movement for Integration
(LSI)



Concerned citizens (64,000 citizens signed a petition in 2012 requesting a
referendum mostly with the aim of preventing waste imports)

2

For a short overview of the waste history and legislation in Albania please see annex 2.
Mr. Xhemal Mato, Head of the NGO „Media dhe Mjedisi“ says that if strong customs controls are ensured to
prevent dangerous wastes from entering Albanian territory, he is not in favour of blocking imports. In July 2016
he stated: „We support this draft law and the import of waste for recycling purposes should be allowed.”
https://www.mjedisisot.info/index.php/mbetjet/1617-diskutimet-per-projektligjin-e-ri-per-menaxhimin-e-integr
uar-te-mbetjeve
4 AKIP members include Mr. Lavdosh Ferruni (environmentalist), Prof. Ervin Goci (University of Tirana), Ms.
Kozara Kati (Albanian Center for Human Rights), Mr. Alfred Moisiu (former President of the Republic of Albania),
Ms. Ermira Pirdeni (Albanian Society for All Ages), Mr. Elton Kacidhja (Movement Mjaft), Mr. Aldo Merkoci
(Movement Mjaft), Mr. Blendi Kajsiu (Analyst), Mr. Fatos Lubonja (Publicist), Mr. Andi Kananaj (Res Publica) and
Mr. Andi Tepelena (Art Curator).
5http://m.oranews.tv/vendi/basha-kunder-importit-te-mbetjeve-demton-turizmin-dhe-bujqesine/
6http://www.balkanweb.com/site/intervista-malltezi-strategjia-e-pd-se-per-te-ndaluar-importin-e-mbetjeve/
7 Deklarata e Partise se Gjelber:
http://www.360grade.al/politike/item/22659-partia-e-gjelber-reagon-ashper-jo-importit-te-plehrave-te-flas-pop
ulli
3
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Moderate voices within Albania include:


Mr. Mihallaq Qirjo, Head of the Regional Environmental Center (REC)



Albania Law Journal

While some opponents are against imports of waste altogether, some critics take the
view that a decision on waste imports, and on DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 in particular,
should not be rushed before certain conditions are met.
External independent voices are critical or moderately critical:
For this study, next to intensive literature research, a significant number of experts
from international institutions and organizations (see page 2) was interviewed
between August and November 2017. Their respective positions, analyses and
recommendations on waste imports to Albania and DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 are
quoted or taken into account implicitly in this study.
So far, there has not been a comprehensive investigation into the pros and cons of
waste imports as proposed by DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016:
Aside from an interesting publication of the Albanian Law Journal in February 2017,
which took a legal perspective on the topic and formulated a number of
recommendations, there has been only very little research on waste imports to
Albania8. Nonetheless, the media has been covering the topic extensively since
mid-2016, often reflecting the claims and statements of opponents and supporters
alike.

1.2 Drafting and contents of DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016
In July 2016, Members of Parliament Eduart Shalsi (SP), Ervin Bushati (SP) and Bujar
Derveni (LSI) presented the Draft Law on Waste Imports No. 92/2016 ‘For some
additions and changes to law No. 10 463, dated 22.9.2011, For integrated waste
management‘. (Please find an English translation in annex 19).
Main contents of DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016:


Hazardous waste imports into Albania shall remain prohibited in all cases.



Nonhazardous waste imports shall remain prohibited for purposes of deposit,
disposal or incineration.

8Albania

Law Journal (02/2017). Legal and policy developments of non-hazardous waste imports in Albania
http://lawjournal.al/sites/default/files/LEGAL-AND-POLICY-DEVELOPMENTS-OF-NON-HAZARDOUS-WASTE-IMPO
RT-IN-ALBANIA.pdf
Furthermore, some of the recommendations elaborated in a study by Ms. Arapi and Mr. Slushaj in 2012 on waste
management in and waste imports to Albania are still valid and worth a closer look.
Slushaj, S / Arapi, O (08/2012). Waste Management Situation in Albania – ways to improve. (The Slovak Balkan
Public Policy Fund).
http://www.nadaciapontis.sk/data/files/Waste%20Management%20Situation%20in%20Albania%20%E2%80%93
%20ways%20to%20improve.pdf
9 The Albanian Original Text is published on:
https://www.parlament.al/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/ligj-nr.-92-dt.-22.9.2016.pdf
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Non-hazardous solid waste imports according to the “Green List” shall be
allowed as “secondary raw materials, to fulfil the needs and requests of the
national recycling industry for purposes of recycling and use as a substitute of
other materials from non-renewable sources, used by the industry”.



Imports shall take place at up to three customs points, which shall be
determined by the Minister of Finance and the Minister of Environment.



Every individual waste import requires authorization by the Minister.



Civil society organisations may obtain authorization from the Minister of
Environment to monitor waste imports at customs. However, it remains in
the Minister’s discretion, whether the authorization is issued.



Only licenced subjects from the recycling sector with a relevant recycling
infrastructure are allowed to work with imported waste.



Every person who imports hazardous waste to Albania will have to pay a
penalty from 3,500,000 ALL (around 26,000 EUR) to 5,000,000 ALL (around
37,000 EUR).



Every person who imports non-hazardous waste to Albania illegally will have
to pay a penalty from 1,500,000 ALL (around 11,000 EUR) up to 2,000,000 ALL
(around 15,000 EUR).

In September 2016, before the vote was taken in Parliament, the opposition under
Mr. Lulzim Basha (Democratic Party) requested the President of the Republic not to
sign the draft into law before a referendum demonstrated that the Albanian citizens
were in favour of the import of waste10. On 22 September 2016, despite strong
opposition, the Parliament approved the draft law with 63 votes in favour, 27 against,
and 4 abstentions. On 14 October 2016, President Bujar Nishani sent the law back to
Parliament for further deliberation. The final decision is expected to be taken in
Parliament in early 2018.

1.3 Streghts and shortcomings of DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016
Positive is that


the import of hazardous waste in general as well as the import of
non-hazardous waste for purposes of storage, disposal and incineration
remain prohibited.



the Council of Ministers is envisaged to control and approve the rules and
procedures of waste imports.



waste imports are allowed only at three customs points.



The types of wastes allowed to be imported is restricted to wastes from the
“Green List”.

10Mr.

Lulzim Basha acknowledged that the Democratic Party had made a mistake in 2013, when it had itself
presented a draft law allowing imports of waste (again), which was not adopted in the end.
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However, many other provisions are highly questionable, imply high risks and
require rectification:


Penalties are far too low to effectively discourage organized crime.



Too much authority is concentrated in the hands of the Minister of
Environment and the Minister of Finance (decisions on licencing, monitoring,
authorisations of controls, bylaws etc.).



The system of control and monitoring leaves too much room for abuse and
corruption; in particular, it does not include the control of all shipments.



The wording is often too unspecific (e.g. is it necessary to specify “Green List”
as “EU Green List” or “the Minister” as “the Minister of Environment” or “the
Minister of Finance”).



The draft law can weaken national recycling endeavours, as it does not
contain any incentives for national recycling.

In chapter 3, in consultation with Transparency International Germany e.V.,
recommendations are elaborated on how these shortcomings can be overcome.

2 Pros and cons of the import of waste to Albania as
proposed in DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016
2.1 Existing technical and administrative infrastructure for waste
imports
Even if any waste import legislation was excellent in terms of content and wording,
in the end, everything depends on the implementing bodies and their technical
equipment.
Prime Minister Edi Rama points in particular to the new S2 scanner technology at
Durres customs and gives his word and takes great pains to ensure that customs will
check all shipments (which, as a matter of fact, is not reflected in DRAFT LAW No.
92/2016!)11. Durres Customs confirms its readiness to check transports and to
discover drugs and dangerous wastes, complying with all EU regulations, as
detectors can perform on-ship controls and that the harbour has short-time storage
capacities for waste imports.12 Furthermore, Mr. Eduard Shalsi (one of the three
members of parliament who suggested DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016) estimates that
now – as opposed to the situation in 2013 – it was possible to ensure that no
dangerous waste can enter Albania due to a new laboratory installed at the National
Environmental Agency in 201613, and due to an Environmental Inspectorate created
in 2014 and also as a result of generally improved customs controls14. The question
therefore arises: How reliable are the present monitoring and control systems?
11

Rama, E. (22/09/2016): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tWGn4q-tdOA
Report TV, 8 October 2016
13 http://akm.gov.al/wp2014_ok/?p=213
14 Shalsi, E. (23/09/2016): Kapital - Importi i mbetjeve. Alarm! | Pj.3 - 23 Shtator 2016 - Talk show - Vizion Plus
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SMyfaZmId5A
12
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2.1.1 Is the new S2 scanner at Durres Harbour a guarantee for detecting dangerous
wastes?
In 2016, the company S2 Albania provided modern scanner technology to the
Albanian Customs office in Durres. According to S2 Albania, the scanner incorporates
threat-identification technologies and the connected database is fed by previous
experiences from other borders.15
The scanner is a helpful technology, but certainly not a guarantee for detecting
dangerous wastes. Prof. Hanke and PhD Fuchs, high-level experts from the
Development Center of X-Ray Technology Fürth (Frauenhofer Institute IIS) have
provided the following remote assessment of the scanner system in Durres:
Two Rapiscan-2D-Scanners – a M60 (mobile, installed on a truck) and a M30 (fixed
on rails) are in place. It is a modern 2D high-quality scanner system that works with
image analysis, not with substance analysis. These scanners can distinguish light
from heavy materials. Thus, they can help inspectors find low density smuggled
goods, such as explosives and narcotics (these low-density materials appear
separated in the X-ray image from high-density materials, such as steel). The S2
scanner has also sensors for radioactivity and can thus detect nuclear waste reliably.
However, there are two weaknesses of these S2 scanners:
(1) They can only detect whether, but not which different elements are in a
container or on a truck. This means that hazardous alloys, chemical
compounds, toxins, drugs, etc. cannot be distinguished.
(2) The detection rate depends strongly on the circumstances and is subject to
significant fluctuations and uncertainties.
Additional risks arise if staff at customs is prone to corruption, as there are many
possibilities to facilitate illegal imports and manipulate the customs control system,
e.g. by (1) manipulation of cargo papers, (2) trucks driving through without being
scanned, (3) deliberate misinterpretation or overlook of suspicious objects by staff
evaluating scanner images, or (4) manipulation of scanner image data.
To minimize these risks Prof. Hanke and PhD Fuchs recommend to


certify and monitor the whole system according to a “QA system”, e.g. with
encrypted archives, random unannounced tests and double staffing of the
evaluation stations, comparable to mechanisms at airports.



make sure that a backscattering based technology is used to increase the
distinguishability of materials.



establish as a rule that images taken by the scanner are sent in real-time to
an international database (so that customs staff cannot manipulate images).

15

The company’s website is www.screeningsolution.com. A video on the scanner in Durres Port “S2 Global
Operations in Albania”(19/09/2017) is available on https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1LZyWnu7Ok
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Even if the inspection system with the S2 scanner helps to minimize the risks of
illegal and/or hazardous imports, questions remain:


How can corruption be prevented, particularly in the traditionally
corruption-prone customs service?



There exists only one scanner system, which is at Durres Harbour, where
approximately 70 % of waste imports would be expected to enter the country.
Are the remaining 30 % to pass through the two other customs points
without modern scanner controls16?



In case critical substances are indeed detected: Are these substances before
their import is allowed brought to the laboratory of the National
Environmental Agency to ensure they are not toxic?

2.1.2 Is the laboratory of the National Environmental Agency (NEA) in Tirana
capable of conducting specific waste analysis?
In June 2016, the laboratory of the National Environmental Agency (NEA) was
inaugurated at its new location. The NEA informs on its website and facebook site
that its specialization lies in the analysis of water, air and noise. A specialization in
waste analysis is not evident. In September 2016, journalist Artan Rama entered the
laboratory with his camera. An employee told him that apart from having moved to a
bigger site and despite a slightly increased staff, nothing had changed and the
technical equipment had not been improved.17 This suggests that the Government
must clarify what the laboratory is actually capable of in the field of waste analysis.
2.1.3 Administrative capacities at customs: Is there enough well-trained staff and
can corruption be prevented?
The capacities of customs are not examined in this study. However, experience in
many countries, including Albania, shows that even with sufficient, well-trained and
well-equipped staff, a significant risk of corruption remains. A German truck driver,
who has for decades transported containers (via land as well as destined for
shipments via sea) confirmed in private that it is in actual fact easy in Eastern Europe
to bribe customs officials (usually only two) if circumstances require it.
The conclusion is clear: As long as corruption has not effectively been brought under
control in the customs service, waste imports come with an extremely high risk.
2.1.4 Is it realistic that the EU and international organizations help to control waste
imports into Albania?
No, this is very unlikely. Many Albanian citizens would welcome waste import
controls by the EU or independent international organizations, which is an indicator
of low public confidence in the national customs service. However, the EU, the OECD
16

The scanner is mobile and can be built up and taken down within 30 to 60 minutes. Thus, it can theoretically
be transported from Durres to another customs point. But what will happen if two shipments arrive at the same
time at different customs points?
17 Rama, A. (04.09.2016): Mbetjet,Pergenjeshtrohet Edi Rama/Kamera e Publicus hyn në laboratorin e
plehrave. http://perqasje.com/2016/10/mbetjet-pergenjeshtrohet-edi-rama-kamera-e-publicus-hyn-ne-laborato
rin-e-plehrave/
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and other international institutions are not authorized to inspect, monitor, control or
analyse containers, except on a temporary basis in the framework of bilateral
programmes. This means that, in the end, it depends on a very small number of
Albanian customs officials and the Albanian laboratory analyst whether hazardous
waste can enter Albania. Albanian EU membership would not change this fact since
within the EU customs controls are as a rule undertaken only by national authorities.

2.2 Risks of organised crime, corruption and illegal dumpings and
their effects on public health, the environment and the national
economy in Albania
2.2.1 How high is the risk of illegal waste imports to Albania?
Very high. Organised crime in the field of illegal waste shipments poses a major and
increasing threat, particularly to Albania. The real number of hazardous waste
imports falsely labelled as „secondary raw materials“ or “Green List materials” in
European countries is not known, but the following estimates provide an indication
of the dimension of the problem:


Europol states that illegal waste trafficking and disposal activities are one of
the fastest growing areas of organised crime.18



The European Commission estimates that more than 30 % of waste
shipments are illegal.19



Profit margins for illegal waste shipments (particularly of hazardous wastes)
are 20 to 60 times higher than profit margins for legal waste shipments,
comparable with profit margins in human trafficking.20



Another estimate suggests that it might be 400 times cheaper to dump
hazardous waste rather than dispose of it legally in the EU.21



Europol observes that hazardous waste is particularly often shipped from
Southern to South-East Europe.22

18

Giornalisti Europei – European News Portal (21/09/2011):
http://www.newsandsociety.net/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=141%3Aeuropol-warns-of-in
crease-in-illegal-waste-dumping&catid=2%3Adallestero&lang=it
19 European Commission quoted in Deutsche Wirtschaftsnachrichten/DWN (21/06/2016): Importe von Giftmüll:
Deutschland wird zur Mülltonne Europas.
https://deutsche-wirtschafts-nachrichten.de/2015/06/21/importe-von-giftmuell-deutschland-wird-zur-muellton
ne-europas/
20 The Italian Financial Police (Guardia di Finanza) gives the following example: A European company may pay
about 60,000 EUR for the legal disposal of 15,000 tons of hazardous waste; the illegal disposal may cost only
5,000 EUR in Eastern Europe. Source: Germani, A./ Pergolizzi, A/ Reganati, F. (10/2015). Illegal trafficking and
unsustainable waste management in Italy: Evidence at regional level.
http://www.siecon.org/online/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Germani.pdf
21 http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/cif-green/2009/sep/21/global-fly-tipping-toxic-waste
22http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52013SC0268
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2.2.2 Why is Albania a waste import destination of particular interest to organized
crime?
Nine EU member states (Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Netherlands, UK) have established effective systems to detect illegal waste
shipments. The better the inspection systems, the lower the risk to attract illegal
waste shipments. Organized crime moves quickly to the ports with the weakest
controls – and Albania still has an international reputation of having lax border
controls. Prof. Amourin Wellington (Professor at La Salle University, Rio de Janeiro,
with a specialization in waste trafficking) states: “Sea transport is much cheaper, also
the reason for Italian companies not choosing to recycle in Italy (the costliest of the
processes) or in Germany. Probably there’s a reason not so highlighted: the border
control in Germany is in theory much riskier than the port controls in Albania would
be.”
In consultation with Mr. Windolph, Senior Expert at the German Federal Criminal
Police Office, it became clear that there are many factors which make Albania
attractive and particularly vulnerable to organized waste crime:
(1) potential corruptibility at customs
(2) existing links between international and Albanian organized crime
(3) a lack of environmental awareness and resistance among the population
which is used to see wild, burning dumpsites
(4) the existence of uncontrolled and uncultivated areas on which toxic wastes
can be unloaded unnoticed
(5) the availability of sea harbours which facilitate imports - as no other country
borders need to be passed.
Another risk has to do with the increasingly stricter recycling systems and landfill
ordinances of other countries (particularly in Germany), which lead to high disposal
costs. Many actors in EU countries are willing to pay significant sums to (legally) pass
on the burden of disposal to companies and communities beyond their borders and
thereby indirectly incentivize illegal “re-dumping” in geographically close non-EU
nations with less strict rules and controls such as Albania.
2.2.3 Will the adoption of DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 lead to an increase of illegal
imports and dumpings of (hazardous) wastes?
Most likely yes: Despite the fact that DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 allows only the import
of secondary raw materials from the Green List, the sheer fact that containers with
waste will enter Albania from abroad opens up an enormous window of opportunity
for crime, as the monitoring technologies and administrative capacities in Albania
are not sufficient to control and manage waste imports and their consequences (see
points 2.1 and 2.3).
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2.2.4 How might organised crime and criminal subjects try to misuse DRAFT LAW
No. 92/2016?
Europol reported in 2011 in its Organised Crime Threat Assessment (OCTA) “how
waste trafficking is often facilitated through cooperation with legitimate businesses,
including those in the financial services, import/export and metal recycling sectors,
and with specialists engaged in document forgery to acquire permits. Toxic waste is
trafficked from Southern to South East Europe and the Western Balkans (Romania,
Hungary and Albania)”23. Thus, for example, a shipping container could contain
construction waste contaminated with asbestos, but on the shipping documents the
content may be falsely labelled as a harmless secondary raw material.24
2.2.5 Which special links and activities of the waste mafia exist with respect to Italy
and Albania?
Italian Mafia expert Lorenzo Diana25 warned in 2012 (at a time when waste imports
to Albania were allowed) that organized crime has moved into the illegal export of
waste to Albania: “Traffickers that used to travel back and forth with cigarettes
between Albania and Puglia at one point said: ‘We can’t smuggle cigarettes
anymore, so let’s start trafficking human beings, drugs, and weapons.’ Once contacts
with Albania originally related to smuggling weapons and others were in place, they
used those routes for waste, too.”26 In 2012, the Italian authors of the book “Roma
come Napoli” unveiled that Albania had emerged as a particularly interesting
destination for illegal waste shipments from Italy.
Already in 2007 and 2008, Italian-based companies had disposed of various loads of
toxic wastes in Albania, including 2,500 tons of bilge oil and half a ton of lead
batteries. In 2009, dangerous wastes from the Campania Region (close to Naples)
23https://www.europol.europa.eu/newsroom/news/europol-warns-of-increase-in-illegal-waste-dumping

As Europol and the German Federal Criminal Police Office warn, legal businesses often serve as “good guys”
which provide cover for “bad guy” illegal businesses, i.e. legal trading is often used to conceal illegal dumping.
Usually, the following pattern appears: Company A agrees with company B to buy a certain weight of secondary
raw materials legally. However, outside this agreement, the companies agree that the containers (or a share of
them) will not contain the officially agreed secondary raw materials, but hazardous or problematic wastes,
incorrectly labelled. Scientists and experts of Legambiente and the Unviversity of Rome state: “The most common
method used for evading controls and dumping hazardous waste with impunity in unsuitable areas or even
recycling them into the production system is the so-called ‘giro bolla’ (‘invoice switch’) system. The documents are
falsified by either using fake certificates or old certificates with a new date but the same code, which identifies the
waste as non-hazardous.”
See Germani, A./ Pergolizzi, A/ Reganati, F. (10/2015). Illegal trafficking and unsustainable waste management in
Italy: Evidence at regional level. http://www.siecon.org/online/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Germani.pdf
24According to the OECD, illegal waste imports under the guise of “secondary raw materials” may in particular be
characterized by:
(1) Mislabelling (while secondary raw materials according to the Green List may be marked on the container and
in the cargo documents, in fact, forbidden substances might be inside.)
(2) Disguise of illegal substances behind or mixed with secondary raw materials (so called “making-up”).
Secondary raw materials of the Green List may e.g. be placed near the entrance doors of the vehicle or container,
whereas illegal cargo is placed further to the depth.
OSCE. (2011). Detection and Prevention of Illegal Transboundary Movement of Waste and Other
Environment-Sensitive Commodities. Manual for Trainers: http://www.osce.org/ukraine/104025?download=true
25 Mr. Lorenzo Diana has lived under armed guard since 1994 as he was campaigning against the Mafia. Aside
from being a member of a number of Italian parliamentary committees on crime, in 2006, he was appointed the
Democratic Party’s National Director for Combating the Mafia.
26 Investigative Reporting Project Italy (23/10/2012): Italy’s toxic waste vanishes in Albania:
https://irpi.eu/en/italys-toxic-waste-vanishes-in-albania/
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reached Albania, including two tons of waste paint, 200 kg of hazardous electronic
equipment, half a ton of toxic lead batteries, 50 kg of fluorescent tubes and other
mercury-containing waste, and 1,500 tons of bilge oil.27 The Campania Region has
unfortunately become the symbol of such illegal waste disposals: More than 10
million tons of poison have been dispersed in the last 22 years there, contaminating
many thousands of hectares of soil, the air and underground water for many years.28
In 2013, tens of thousands of Neapolitans demonstrated against the Camorra's
control of waste disposal, accusing it of having illegally dumped ten million tons of
industrial waste, leading to a by 40 to 47 % increased cancers rate.29
It is estimated that in Italy approximately 40 to 60 % of the waste business is in the
hand of organized crime.30 The yields from illegal trafficking of hazardous waste in
2010 were roughly 3.1 billion EUR. In 2013, the Italian law enforcement authorities
counted 5,744 offences, with 6,971 people indicted, 90 arrests and 2,318 seizures.
Between 2012 and 2015, Italian Customs seized more than 32,000 tons of illegal
hazardous waste. It is most likely that these quantities are just the “tip of the
iceberg”, considering that every year around 4,400,000 containers leave the ports of
Italy. 31
The risks for Albania to attract illegal waste imports stemming from Italy have
increased also due to external factors (and will increase even more if DRAFT LAW No.
92/2016 is passed). For example, since many years, Italy is legally sending surpluses
of residual waste for incineration to Germany (one of the few European countries
with free capacities). However, the processing of waste in Germany is expensive, and
Germany does not accept wastes (such as asbestos) that have to be disposed of in
landfills and cannot be burned. Furthermore, controls in Germany and many other
EU countries have become stricter: After organized criminal actors in 2007/ 2008
disposed of around 150,000 tons of Neapolitan waste illegally in Germany32, German
authorities reinforced their controls and no other such scandal has been reported
until 2017.33 Mr. Windolph, a Senior Official at German Federal Criminal Police
Office/ICPO Interpol, explained that the Italian authorities are very alerted by illegal
waste shipments and that the cooperation between Italian and German authorities
to combat organized crime is excellent. However, Italy, particularly the Campania/
Naples region, is still in desperate need of finding destinations for getting rid of its
household waste (less problematic) and industrial waste (often very problematic).
27

Data of Italy’s Institute for Environmental Protection and Research as quoted by
Investigative Reporting Project Italy (23/10/2012): Italy’s toxic waste vanishes in Albania:
https://irpi.eu/en/italys-toxic-waste-vanishes-in-albania/
28http://international.legambiente.it/areas-of-work/environmental-commitment-action-challenge-activism
29https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camorra
30 According to estimates of the author’s interview partners from the German Federal Criminal Police Office and
EU Delegation amongst others; as well as according to Deutsche Wirtschaftsnachrichten (21/06/2015): Importe
von Giftmüll: Deutschland wird zur Mülltonne Europas.
https://deutsche-wirtschafts-nachrichten.de/2015/06/21/importe-von-giftmuell-deutschland-wird-zur-muellton
ne-europas/
31 Germani, A./ Pergolizzi, A/ Reganati, F. (10/2015). Illegal trafficking and unsustainable waste management in
Italy: Evidence at regional level. http://www.siecon.org/online/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Germani.pdf
32http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/the-garbage-of-naples-how-the-mafia-helped-send-italy-s-trash-t
o-germany-a-681469.html
http://www.dw.com/en/germany-to-burn-160000-tons-of-italian-trash/a-3233572
33http://www.deutschlandfunk.de/muellentsorgung-in-italien-neapel-atmet-auf.795.de.html?dram:article_id=39
2367
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Against this background, it is obvious why Albania is an interesting destination for
organized crime in the waste sector.
Considering the hopes of some Albanian recycling companies to import secondary
raw materials from Italy, Mr. Favoino/ Scientific Coordinator of Zero Waste Europe in
Italy, asks rhetorically “why Italy should have an interest to send presorted wood,
paper, aluminium and plastic to Albania, as it even imports some of these materials
to fill its own recycling capacities.”
2.2.6 Which effects could a rise in illegal waste imports have on soil, air, water and
public health?
According to Europol, criminals make use of a wide variety of improvised illegal
dumping sites such as gravel and sand pits, abandoned industrial facilities and
open-cast mines. Europol states: “Countries are substantially affected by the
ecological damage, public health risk and the financial burden associated with the
retrieval of illegal waste repositories, particularly across borders. An example is
134,000 tonnes of waste, which were illegally dumped at a large gravel pit in North
East Europe. The extraction and transport of this illegally-dumped waste cost (…)
over 21 million euros.”34
As DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 is likely to lead to more irregular and illegal dumpings of
waste in Albanian landfills (see points 2.2.1 – 2.2.5), the main risks dumpsites and
landfills increase. It can be expected, that there will be e.g. more uncontrolled fires,
releasing toxic gases such as dioxin and furan in populated areas and leading to
serious problems for human health. In addition to that, there is an increased risk that
leaks from discarded waste harm soils and water streams and produce air pollution,
through emissions of e.g. persistent organic pollutants and heavy metals. An
example to illustrate these impacts: In 1991/1992, the German company
Schmidt-Cretan exported and stored in Bajza, Albania, 480 tonnes of hazardous
chemical pesticides (including Toxaphene and Phenyl Mercury Acetate) that were
not only out of date, but had also been banned in the EU since 1983. After
complaints from the Albanian side German authorities took the load back.
Unfortunately, Albanian locals had spilled in the meantime the content of some the
drums on the ground, which dispersed towards Lake Shkodra, reportedly also killing
cattle. In 1993, an unusually large number of dead fish was found in the lake.35
In Southern Italy, a large number of illegal dumpings of toxic wastes have been
reported over many years, which have lead to a significantly increased, unusual
number in birth defects such as Trisomy 21 and a 51 % rise in cancer in infants,
breast cancer in women, lung cancer in men and leukaemia. Male death rates from
bladder and liver cancer at a relatively young age were twice as high as in other
regions of Italy, and female mortality was three times the Italian average.36

34https://www.europol.europa.eu/newsroom/news/europol-warns-of-increase-in-illegal-waste-dumping
35http://www.un.org.me/Library/Environment-and-Green-Economy/9%20Western%20Balkans%20Environmenta

l%20Programme%20-%20Final%20Report%202007-2010.pdf
36 Birell, I. (24/06/2016): Mafia, toxic waste and a deadly cover up in an Italian paradise: 'They've poisoned our
land and stolen our children' (The Telegraph)
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/0/mafia-toxic-waste-and-a-deadly-cover-up-in-an-italian-paradise-t/
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2.3 Albania’s waste infrastructure and waste management
As seen in point 2.2., it is likely that significantly higher amounts of illegal waste
shipments will enter Albania if DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 is passed. All the more
important is a sound integrated waste management (including monitored
incineration plants, regular inspections of landfills and the know-how to deal with
hazardous wastes) to mitigate against environmental shocks.
2.3.1 Is Albania’s waste infrastructure and administration equipped and in a
position to handle illegally imported (hazardous) wastes?
In its Albania Report 2016 37 , the European Commission sees major room for
improvement with respect to Albania’s waste infrastructure and management and
lists several prerequisites of a new law on waste imports. It states with respect to
DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016: “Its implementation requires that Albania develops the
necessary infrastructure, institutions and a system for monitoring control and
reporting of waste movements. Waste dumping sites are mapped throughout the
country, pending their closure and reclaiming […] The institutional capacity to
manage waste still remains weak at all levels. Waste disposal remains largely
noncompliant with environmental protection standards. Industrial waste
management is poor due to lack of investments and weak law enforcement. The
national waste management strategy and action plan, approved in 2011 and
currently under revision, as well as the regional plans have not been implemented
yet.” Mr. Kai Nagel, Programme Manager for Environment and Climate Change at
the Delegation of the European Union to Albania, reinforced this assessment in
September 2017: “At this point in time it is probably too early to enter into a waste
import business as currently the country cannot even recycle its own waste to a
sufficient percentage.”
In fact, in 2016, Albania generated 762,400 tons of household waste and 455,900
tons of construction waste 38 . Most waste is irregularly burned or disposed of
unsafely in legal and illegal dumpsites, a feature regularly noted with regret by
visitors touring the country. There is also no treatment system in place for hazardous
waste (e.g. hospital and construction waste), which often ends up untreated in
landfills or even on agricultural land. The first incinerator was constructed in Elbasan
in 2016, a second one to be built in Fier has been approved.
In urban areas, 65 landfills do not comply with any environmental standard.
Irregularly disposed waste contaminates surface water, underground water, soil and
air and poses risks to the health of people in Albania.39
At the moment, there are merely three properly functioning landfills, which cover
the municipalities of Tirana, Lezha, Shkodra, Saranda, Delvina and Himara. Two new
landfills are under construction in Korca (supported by KfW) and in Saranda/Bajkaj
(with World Bank support). A feasibility study for Vlora has been commissioned.
37

European Commission (09/11/2016). Albania 2016 Report.
https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/sites/near/files/pdf/key_documents/2016/20161109_report
_albania.pdf
38According to informations of Ms. Aferdita Ponari/ KfW Development BankTirana.
39http://www.osce.org/pc/218541?download=true
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According to Ms. Aferdita Ponari, Waste and Water Programme Manager at KfW
Development Bank in Tirana, the size of the landfills (such as Korca and Vlora) was
determined on the basis of the respective communal needs.
One can therefore safely assume that landfills in Albania do not have capacities for
imported waste and that also the remaining waste management infrastructure is not
sufficient yet to handle illegally imported hazardous waste.
2.3.2 Are Albanian municipalities prepared to manage illegally imported
(problematic) waste dumped on their territory?
In line with the assessment of the EU Commission (see 2.3.1), the Albanian
Association of Municipalities states that passing DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 “is
premature and the focus must be shifted to improving the waste management in the
country, which would also benefit the recycling industry more than allowing waste
import” and that waste import “is not a best scenario for Albania with still fragile and
young municipalities [due to] multidimensional reforms.”40
Indeed, DCM (Decision of Council of Ministers) No. 418 of 25.06.2014 “On separate
collection of waste at source”, which defines the obligations of municipalities to
ensure the collection and separation of their waste, has hardly anywhere been
implemented. Most of the rural and small-town waste is still irregularly dumped in
ditches, ravines, or at the side of roads and ultimately often ends up in surface and
ground waters. Very low income from business and citizen fees allows the
communes just about to finance the cleaning of streets and in parts the collection of
waste but not its proper separation, treatment and disposal.
Very limited funds are allocated to waste management (the more so as the country
is still highly indebted). In Vlora e.g., only 26 % of the waste collection costs is
currently covered by the citizens and local businesses. High recovery costs resulting
from environmental „accidents“ caused by illegally imported waste (like
intoxications of soils) could currently not be covered by the municipalities.

2.4 Albanian economy, business development and employment
2.4.1 Will waste imports as proposed in DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 increase the
number of jobs?
Prime Minister Edi Rama stated in October 2016 that he considers DRAFT LAW No.
92/2016 as a basis for a clean Albania and worries that without it the recycling
industry would break down and 3,173 formal employees of the recycling industry
and around 30,000 informal waste collectors would loose their source of income41.
The Albanian recycling industry furthermore estimates that it can create 1,000 new
jobs directly within half a year if DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 is passed42. It remains
40

Albanian Association of Municipalities http://aam.org.al/en/recyclable-waste-import-debated-in-albania/
and
https://www.facebook.com/edirama.al/videos/10154046881156523/
42 Rama, E. (26/09/2016). Fakte dhe argumente per mbetjet e riciklueshme (Video/ Facebook).
https://www.facebook.com/edirama.al/videos/10154046881156523/
41https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5RXADiem7oo
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unclear though, how the recycling industry has calculated these figures. In fact, it
seems unrealistic that 1,000 jobs can indeed be created:
In theory, Albania has the comparative advantage of cheap labour cost and a young
workforce: The minimum wage of 24,000 ALL (around 180 EUR) per month is
significantly lower than minimum wages in EU countries. Cheap labour costs,
however, are only a competitive advantage when it comes to manual-work-intensive
waste separation activities. DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016, however, proposes the import
of already separated, homogenous secondary raw material which as a rule will be
processed by machines, which obviously is not likely to create a large number of jobs.
In conversations with representatives of recycling businesses, no evidence could be
found that a substantial number of new jobs could in fact be created. There was talk
of between five and seven new jobs per company if waste imports were allowed to
be processed to handle the – currently often under-worked – machines. Considering
that Albania has only 60 recycling companies (many Italian, some formal, some
unauthorized) 43 in total, it appears rather doubtful how 1,000 new jobs are
supposed to be created.
At the same time, the import of waste may also have harmful secondary effects on
employment in the waste sector: If due to the import of secondary raw materials
from abroad, recycling businesses in Albania loose interest in Albanian secondary
raw materials (as the quality of Albanian recycling materials is often not yet as good
as foreign secondary raw material), there may appear other difficulties: What will
happen with the 30,000 informal waste collectors if the demand for nationally
collected secondary raw materials declines? It is probable that the motivation for
and rentability of waste collection and separation in Albania will be minimized, if
recycling businesses in Albania switch from buying national secondary raw materials
to buying imported secondary raw materials. And if the demand for Albanian
secondary raw materials decreases, an increase in the incineration ratio can be
expected, which will certainly foster environmental pollution and counteract the
goal of the Albanian Government to increase the recycling quota (from currently
only 17%) to 55 % until 202044.
2.4.2 Will waste imports as proposed in DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 lead to an
increase in GDP?
The recycling and waste management industry in the EU is a dynamic sector with a
huge potential. With a turnover of 95 billion EUR, it provides between 1.2 and 1.5
million jobs and represents around 1 % of GDP. An EU commissioned study in 2011
43

In 2012, dozens of waste companies mostly from Italy were operating legally in Albania according to
Investigate Reporting Initiative (23/10/2012) https://irpi.eu/en/italys-toxic-waste-vanishes-in-albania/
The EU Commission speaks of altogether 60 recycling companies in Albania, not all of which have got an
environmental permit from the Ministry of Environment. 16 reycling companies are part of the Albanian
Recyclers Association (ARA), which is headed by Mr. Vullnet Haka (Everest company). The companies deal with
the recycling of one or several types of wastes, namely metal scrap (21 companies), steel (15), aluminium (4),
paper (3), plastic (10), textile (1), inert waste/demolition of bricks (1), wood (1), used tyres (1) and waste oil (1).
Main Source: Commission of European Communities on:
http://www.ibeca.al/pages/docs/inpail/NATIONAL%20WASTE%20STRATEGY-FINAL%20ver%206_final.pdf
44 Ifti, O. (01/2016). Presentation in an OECD-Meeting on the “Visions, goals and priorities of the Albanian
Government on Waste Management” http://www.osce.org/pc/218541?download=true
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concluded that until 2020 more than 400,000 new jobs can be created within the
EU.45 Surely, only a fraction of these impressive figures can be ascribed directly to
the import of secondary raw materials. Much more importantly, many EU countries
simply make great progress in national waste collection and separation at source. In
fact, particularly Belgium and Germany have succeeded in turning waste imports into
an economic value. However, it is particularly the disposal of toxic wastes (rather
than the processing of secondary raw materials) that is highly lucrative – and highly
dangerous - not only due to strong interests of organised crime.46
Prime Minister Edi Rama quotes an estimate according to which the import of
secondary raw materials would lead to an increase of the Albanian GDP by 1 % or
150 million EUR47. It is unclear on which basis this estimate was made and it appears
unlikely that negative side effects on tourism and agriculture have been taken into
account. Even if - from a microeconomic perspective - it made sense for some
Albanian recycling businesses to import waste in the current situation, there are
various major reasons - from a macroeconomic perspective - why waste imports
according to DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 should not be allowed anytime soon:
(1) The European Commission’s official prioritization of waste reduction makes the
development of a waste market of any significant dimensions in the future rather
unfeasible. 48 It is furthermore expected that cradle-to-cradle concepts and
industry 4.0 innovations will lead to an increasing localization of recycling
activities – which is why basing a business development or macroeconomic
strategy on waste imports is not an approach with a long-term perspective.
(2) Allowing waste imports in the current situation bears a high risk of negatively
influencing foreign direct investments in other sectors (see point 2.5.2).
(3) It would be more healthy and sustainable for the overall Albanian waste
economy, if the competitiveness of Albanian recycling companies is raised by
improving the recycling system within Albania (instead of increasing the
dependence on foreign secondary raw material). And luckily there is a lot of
unused potential for better national recycling (see point 2.4.3).

45

European Commission, DG Environment (29/11/2011): Implementing EU Waste Legislation for Green Growth.
Final Report. http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/studies/pdf/study%2012%20FINAL%20REPORT.pdf
46 In 2012, Germany had imported 5.9 million tons of potentially problematic waste particularly from Italy and
the Netherlands out of which about 3 million tons were hazardous waste. Despite having Europe’s probably most
developed waste infrastructure, the disposal of toxic wastes still imposes risks on Germany. Benjamin Bongardt,
representative of Nature and Biodiversity Conservation Union (NABU), explains that parts of hazardous wastes
end up in landfills not all of which are properly safeguarded.
Deutsche Wirtschaftsnachrichten (21/06/2015): Importe von Giftmüll: Deutschland wird zur Mülltonne Europas.
https://deutsche-wirtschafts-nachrichten.de/2015/06/21/importe-von-giftmuell-deutschland-wird-zur-muellton
ne-europas/
47 https://www.facebook.com/edirama.al/videos/10154046881156523/
48 Portal on Central Eastern and Balkan Europe/ PECOB (June 2014): The Waste Market in Albania; Original in
Italian by PECOB Staff; translated by Andy Troska, Harvard College ’17:
http://www.pecob.eu/Waste-Market-Albania
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2.4.3 Is there a potential to replace waste imports (as proposed by DRAFT LAW No.
92/2016) by national secondary raw materials?
Albania has a relatively high waste production (396 kg per person in 2015 according
to INSTAT). The amount of waste is constantly growing, also due to the increasing
number of tourists. At the same time, there is very limited waste collection and
sorting at source: In 2015, public services left 40 % of the waste uncollected. The
Ministry of Environment has in cooperation with private companies implemented
some projects, though with limited scope (e.g. the separation of waste at the source
for all central institutions). Only about 17 % of waste in Albania is currently
recycled49. A study of the Portal on Central Eastern and Balkan Europe/PECOP
concluded that these uncollected and unrecycled materials in Albania have a
“significant monetary value (…) and represent a burgeoning market” and assures
that specializing in recycling “provides consistent return, in both economic and
environmental terms.”50
It is estimated that around 80 % of the waste that is currently incinerated in Albania
could be recycled. At the same time, it is unlikely that an Albanian recycling company
can work competitively in the long-run, if it depends on foreign secondary raw
materials and on foreign key markets to sell its products, because Albanian
companies will suffer from a double tax/customs-fee burden, making it harder to
compete with modern state-of-the-art EU recycling plants. Thus, to invest in waste
separation, collection and recycling in Albania will help to reduce the necessity of
Albanian recycling businesses to buy expensive virgin materials and will help them to
increase their competitiveness, while cutting greenhouse gas emissions and
preserving the environment e.g. for agriculture and tourism.
2.4.4 Will the Albanian recycling industry collapse if imports are not allowed?
According to Mr. Kledi Xhaxhiu, former Deputy Minister of Environment of the
Republic of Albania, Albanian recycling businesses have announced that they
consider leaving Albania and settle down abroad (e.g. in Macedonia), if DRAFT LAW
No. 92/2016 will not be passed, as they could allegedly not survive on Albanian
recycled waste alone anymore.51 Considering, however, that waste imports have
been prohibited since 2013: Why has the recycling industry apparently still been able
to increase its financial profits since 201252? And how is it possible that on the one
hand, in 2015, Albania exported 2,588 tons of plastic, 7,976 tons of paper, 1,247 tons
of aluminium, 2,005 tons of iron and 1,571 tons of copper53, while on the other hand,
Albanian recycling businesses claim to depend on foreign secondary raw materials?
If it was due to the lack of quality of Albanian materials, how could the quality be
increased?

49https://www.zeriamerikes.com/a/bardhyl-balteza-lavdosh-ferunaj-riciklimi/3530353.html
50

Portal on Central Eastern and Balkan Europe (PECOB) (June 2014): The WASTE MARKET IN ALBANIA; Original
in Italian by PECOB Staff; translated by Andy Troska, Harvard College ’17:
http://www.pecob.eu/Waste-Market-Albania
51 See also: http://www.oranews.tv/vendi/importi-i-mbetjeve-ricikluesit-jane-produkte-te-ardhurash-jo-plehra/
52 http://aam.org.al/en/recyclable-waste-import-debated-in-albania/
53 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Lm4lYA8yoM
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Surprisingly, with the exception of Mr. Vullnet Haka (CEO of the plastic recycling
company Everest), none of the representatives of the Albanian recycling industry
interviewed could present substantive arguments as to why they are in favour of
waste imports, or had a strategy or a business calculation to that effect.54 At the
same time, a practical case makes one think: Ms. Enedia Stefa from the Albanian
collection company Emmaus Valona in Vlora says that she collects PET-plastics and
paper and has offered a significant quantity to Albanian recycling companies like
Everest and Edipack sh.a. - but none of these showed any interest, which is why she
keeps selling her secondary raw materials to companies in Bulgaria. Ms. Stefa claims
that Albania’s recycling companies do not have the liquidity and/or capacity to buy
her materials. So the question arises: Is this only an isolated case or does it point to a
more general problem in the Albanian recycling industry? A useful conclusion from
this seems to be that every recycling company in Albania should specify its demand
of secondary raw materials and come up with an idea on how it could be met in the
years to come by Albanian companies or communes. Only if necessary, the
Government could then assist in finding customized solutions, rather than a priori
going down the route of introducing highly risky waste imports.

2.5 Foreign Direct Investments and Foreign Trade
To anticipate the conclusion: Allowing waste imports will probably not increase
foreign direct investments in the recycling sector in Albania, on the contrary, there is
even a risk that foreign investors in other branches could become more reluctant to
invest as they fear that waste imports not properly managed could lead to negative
repercussions on their sustainability and business performances.
2.5.1 Would allowing waste imports increase the interest of foreign businesses to
invest in the Albanian waste and recycling sector?
Theoretically, there is a chance that waste imports increase the interest of foreign
actors to invest in recycling businesses in Albania. In practice, however, the
perspective of waste imports does not seem to have any significant effect on foreign
direct investments – at least not on German ones. In summer 2017, interviews were
conducted for this study with 11 German potential investors, who are in particular
active in Eastern Europe (many of them organized in the German ReTech
Partnership), which had this result: The overall impression is that there is little
interest at present to pro-actively invest in Albania’s waste sector – independent
from whether waste imports will be allowed or not. Four companies were decidedly
reluctant to invest in Albania due to their own or other companies’ experience with
corruption there (such as the Becker/Shkodra case in 2013). Four companies observe
the situation in Albania and consider an engagement. Interestingly, none of them

54Mr.

Vullnet Haka argues that importing waste from abroad is necessary for the survival and future growth of his
company and his roughly 100 employees, as currently his machines work only at 10 % of capacity. He argues that
plastics collected in Albania are of low quality and therefore need to be augmented with foreign pure granulate
or higher quality secondary raw material so as to be transformed into good-quality, exportable products.
However, processing higher quantities of secondary raw materials (e.g. from imports) would only pay off for the
Everest company, if new export markets can be accessed.
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expressed an interest to invest in a recycling business – the interest was rather
directed towards tenders of the EU, the World Bank and the KfW Development Bank.
For interested foreign businesses, annex 3 gives an overview on upcoming tenders in
the waste sector in Albania, including recommendations for German or other foreign
businesses. A list of recommendations for the Albanian Government and for
Albanian recycling and waste businesses on how to attract German and other foreign
investors or business partners can be found in annex 4.
2.5.2 Which side effects is DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 likely to have on foreign direct
investments and foreign trade in other sectors?
Two sectors likely to be negatively affected are agriculture and tourism: If illegal
dumpings in the course of DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 lead to environmental scandals
and increased pollution and foreign media report about the intoxication of soils and
waters by hazardous waste, there is a high probability that agricultural exports and
the tourism sector will suffer.
Negative side-effects may occur in other sectors as well: The purchases manager of
one of Germany’s prestigious textile brands told the author in September 2017 that
she considers Albania’s intention to import waste without having a proper national
recycling system in place as a negative location factor. Considering the fact that the
German Government is currently launching its Textile Purchasing Initiative for the
Western Balkans, this should be seen as an alarming sign, because the Albanian
textile sector provides around 100,000 jobs, many more than the recycling industry
could ever generate. Due to Industry 4.0 developments and increased sustainability
requirements for EU companies55, it can be expected that several European brands –
not only in the textile sector – will want to replace their mostly Asian suppliers with
Eastern European suppliers. Here lies an enormous potential for Albania, which
should not be endangered by actions, which cast doubt on Albania as a sound
business location.

2.6 Conflict potential with the EU and neighbouring countries
In theory, the import or export of secondary raw materials according to the EU
Green list cannot become a matter of conflict between Albania and EU countries. EU
member states are not allowed to export hazardous waste to non-OECD countries
(like Albania) and are obligated to take hazardous or illegal waste back once
detected according to EU shipment regulations. 56 Furthermore, the UN Basel
Convention and the OECD Decision on waste shipments strictly regulate the rights
and duties of exporting and importing states (such as return transports,
55

Sustainability requirements and incentives are currently raised significantly as a consequence of international
processes like the G7 or G20 (where in 2015 and 2017 member governments committed to increase
environmental and social standards in global supply chains), but also in national processes and sector-wide
multistakeholder-initiatives such as the Partnership for Sustainable Textiles.
56Currently, about 25 % of waste shipments do not comply with EU shipment regulations.
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/efe/themes/waste/clamping-down-illegal-waste-shipments_en
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compensation payments and covering of clean-up costs), as well as the duty of
cooperation to fight organized crime.57
Nonetheless, there are cases in which illegal imports – a probable negative-side
effect of DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 – can have negative effects on relations with other
countries: In Guinea, for example, a Norwegian ship had dumped 15,000 tons of
toxic incinerator ash in 1998. The Norwegian government agreed to pick up the ash
after Guinea had arrested a Norwegian honorary consul in connection with the
dumping in return for the consul's release58. And in Nigeria, close to the small port
town of Koko, 3,800 tons of toxic waste from Italy were found in 1988 in more than
2,000 drums, sacks and containers, many of them leaking and emitting offensive
odor. Local residents had told reporters the odors had made them ill. It turned out
that the waste contained 150 tons of PCB, a highly carcinogenic substance, which
belongs to the world's most toxic industrial wastes. The Nigerian government stated
that some of the containers also held radioactive material. As a consequence,
Nigeria recalled its ambassador from Rome and accused the Italian Embassy in Lagos
of complicity with regard to this waste import.59
2.6.1 Could third countries be negatively affected by waste imports to Albania?
In 2011, the sea brought approximately 100 tons of municipal waste, dead animals
and cane from Albania to the beaches of Croatia, which had travelled down the river
Bojana into the Mediterranean60. Such incidents could happen more often, if DRAFT
LAW No. 92/2016 leads - unintendedly - to increased amounts of (illegal) waste in
Albania with some parts ending up in rivers and finally in the sea.
2.6.2 To what extent could countries of waste origin suffer from illegal shipments
to Albania?
Illegal shipments are organized by private businesses, not by governments. Pursuant
to several international agreements61, EU member states, however, have to take
responsibility for damages caused by illegal waste shipments originating in their
country. For example, Germany had to pay 346,000 USD to clean up 480 tons of
hazardous chemical pesticides illegally dumped by criminal actors in Bajza in Albania
in 1991/92.62 In September 2006, the tanker “Probo Koala” discharged toxic waste
from Europe in Ivory Coast, causing the death of 17 persons and intoxicating
thousands. The clean-up costs amounted to 152 million EUR plus 33 million EUR for

57To

give an example: Within a few years after the year 2000, more than 3,100 tons of industrial waste from
Hungary were exported to Ukraine falsely labelled as ‘raw materials’. Among it, acid tars, shavings saturated with
formaldehyde and the chemical substance “Premix" containing substances classified as a waste of the first hazard
level. It was planned to mix these wastes with coal and burn it at power stations or respectively use it as
“burnable filler” during the production of bricks, according to a contract with the Hungarian company ЕLТЕХ. In
2009/2010, “Premix” was sent to an EU country for final disposal according to the Basel Convention. Source:
http://hadmernok.hu/2010_1_dobak.pdf
58

http://www.nytimes.com/1988/09/25/world/african-nations-barring-foreign-toxic-waste.html

59http://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/PBAAH051.pdf
60http://www.pravdareport.com/business/companies/28-10-2011/119461-albania-0/
61Particularly

Regulation (EC) No 1013/2006 of 14 June 2006 on Shipments of Waste.

62http://www.un.org.me/Library/Environment-and-Green-Economy/9%20Western%20Balkans%20Environmenta

l%20Programme%20-%20Final%20Report%202007-2010.pdf
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the recovery of 31,000 citizens for health concerns.63 According to Italian NGOs,
Italy is particularly worried about having to pay high compensations for waste
trafficked illegally to Albania by Italian criminal businesses, which usually disappear
from the scene once “the mission” is completed.

2.7 EU Membership
2.7.1 Is it true that Albania has to adopt DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 and allow waste
imports due to EU or other international legislation?
Assertions that not allowing waste (or more specifically: secondary raw materials) to
enter Albania would be a “breach of international law”64 are not correct: As a
matter of fact Albania has the sovereign right to disallow the import of hazardous as
well as non-hazardous waste into its territory.
When Prime Minister Edi Rama claimed in July 2017 that DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016
would bring Albania in line with EU legislation by enforcing the right of companies to
import and export65, it is important not to misunderstand this assertion: On the one
hand, is true that DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 is in line with the EU principle of “free
movement of goods” (as secondary raw materials are considered “goods” and
allowing imports would guarantee their “free movement”). On the other hand, it is
important to understand, that it is not (!) a breach of international law, if Albania
decides not to allow waste imports of any kind at this point in time:
(1) Albania is not yet an EU member, which is why the “free movement of goods”66
obligation does not yet apply to Albania and thus respective legislation will have
to be changed only after Albania will have become a member.
(2) Albania could even after becoming an EU member state probably still refer to
Article 36 TFEU which allows the prohibition of waste imports, if this can be
justified on the grounds of “public policy or public security; the protection of
health and life of humans (…)”, particularly in view of the fact that the EU
Commission itself comes to the conclusion in its EU Albania Report 201667 that
Albania is not yet mature to allow the import of waste.

63

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/shipments/reports.htm , and Le Monde (2009): L’affréteur du Probo
Koala aurait proposé un accord aux victimes ivoiriennes, 16/09/2009, available at :
http://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2009/09/16/l-affreteur-du-probo-koala-aurait-propose-un-accord-aux-vi
ctimes-ivoiriennes_1241483_3212.html.
64 This misunderstanding seems to stem from a publication of the Albania Law Journal, February 2017, p. 9 :
http://lawjournal.al/sites/default/files/LEGAL-AND-POLICY-DEVELOPMENTS-OF-NON-HAZARDOUS-WASTE-IMPO
RT-IN-ALBANIA.pdf
65http://www.france24.com/en/20170703-talking-europe-edi-rama-albanian-prime-minister-eu-candidate-corru
ption-justice-reform
66 Particularly relevant is Art. 34 TFEU: „Quantitative restrictions on imports and all measures having equivalent
effect shall be prohibited between Member States.“
67 European Commission (09/11/2016). Albania 2016 Report.
https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/sites/near/files/pdf/key_documents/2016/20161109_report
_albania.pdf
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2.7.2 Will the adoption of DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 bring Albania closer to the EU?
Most probably not - on the contrary, DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 is likely to distance
Albania from EU membership for mainly three reasons:
(1) To become an EU member, Albania has to comply with five key criteria, which
include the ‘Fight against Corruption’ and the ‘Fight against Organized Crime’.
By allowing waste imports according to DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016, the risk of a
significant increase of corruption and organized crime is high (see 2.2).
(2) The EU has made “better treatment of waste” a priority under IPA II (valid
until 2020) to support Albania in complying with EU environment and public
health standards.68 With DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016, however, it is probable
that the amount of waste increases along with an increase of illegal waste
dumpings, leading to breakdowns in the anyway fragile waste infrastructure
and management.69 In line with the EU Albania Report 2016, Mr. Kai Nagel,
Programme Manager for Environment and Climate Change at the Delegation
of the European Union to Albania, stated in September 2017 that ”imports of
waste could increase the problematic situation of illegal disposal anywhere in
the country (as Albania’s own waste is not properly separated and prepared
for recycling). As control mechanisms are not fully in place, it cannot be
guaranteed that only recyclable materials (and not illegal waste) are
imported into the country (…) It is very unlikely that waste imports can be
properly checked and controlled. Therefore, illegal materials could easily enter
the country as well.”
(3) In line with its efforts of protecting citizens and the environment, the EU
Commission has made a gradual reduction of the amount of waste within the
borders of member states and/or EU candidate states a mandatory
requirement. As the adoption of DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 will most likely
lead to higher amounts of illegal wastes in the country, Albania might then be
charged with non-compliance. (In September 2016, Greece, for example, was
ordered by the European Court to pay 10 million EUR and another 30,000
EUR per day for failing to ensure that waste disposals do not harm human
health and the environment.70)
In conclusion: Albania is still much more vulnerable to the risks of waste imports
than most – if not all – other European countries. Allowing waste imports - even if
limited to the EU Green List - too soon will, therefore, most likely be detrimental to
Albania’s EU membership ambitions.

68Under

IPA II (2014-2020), the EU has allocated 649.4 million EUR for Albania and has set as one particular
priority compliance with EU legislation and standards in the area of environment, including in particular better
treatment of waste and water. Source: European Union: Albania - financial assistance under IPA II
https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/instruments/funding-by-country/albania_en
69 See also: Portal on Central Eastern and Balkan Europe (PECOB) (June 2014): The WASTE MARKET IN ALBANIA;
Original in Italian by PECOB Staff; translated by Andy Troska, Harvard College ’17:
http://www.pecob.eu/Waste-Market-Albania
70 http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-37296789
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3 Recommendations for Policy Makers in Albania
The following recommendations are confined to the specific issue of waste imports
and the need of the Albanian recycling industry for secondary raw materials. They do
not cover all measures required for an integrated waste management in Albania.
With respect to the latter, the Albanian Government is already increasingly and
intensively cooperating with international donors, in particular the World Bank, the
European Union, Switzerland and Germany (through GIZ and KfW Development
Bank).

3.1 How can jobs and business models in the waste and recycling
sector be created without reliance on waste imports?
1. Creation of a nation-wide deposit and recycling system for plastic bottles:
Plastic is one of the major pollutants in terms of quantity and an important
secondary raw material for at least 10 of Albania’s major recycling businesses.
An economically and environmentally lucrative deposit system can rapidly be
established by following successful examples set by other European
countries.
2. Creation of a nation-wide deposit and recycling system for electronic waste:
Electronic waste accumulates increasingly in Albania and has a significant and
still unused monetary value (particularly TV sets and mobile phones, which
contain i.a. gold). Albania can prevent negative effects of national electronic
waste and create probably hundreds of jobs71 by introducing a depositrefund-scheme for new devices, and at the same time supporting
investments of the private sector to create jobs in decomposing electronic
waste (a particularly labour-intensive activity). The program needs to be
accompanied by professional education training (which could be supported
by foreign donors engaged in vocational training) and high standards for
workers’ protection need to be ensured.72
3. Promotion of higher fees for waste collection: With a view to increasing the
recycling quota beyond plastics and e-waste, the Albanian government and
municipalities should acknowledge that the private sector cannot on its own
implement a comprehensive, coherent and profitable collection, separation
and recycling system. NGOs, government and municipalities, therefore, need
to raise the awareness of their citizens that without higher fees, a clean and
healthy environment cannot be ensured.

71

As a comparison: France has 67 million inhabitants and 3,600 full-time workers in national e-waste recycling.
In general, from 50,000 mobile phones, 1 kg of gold and 10 kg of silver worth 40,000 EUR can be won. Currently,
in Europe less than 1 % of mobile phones are recycled. http://future.arte.tv/de/elektroschrott-faq
72 This idea has also been supported by Mr. Kledi Xhaxhiu, former Deputy Minister of Environment.
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3.2 Which preventive measures should be implemented to mitigate
against potential negative side-effects of future secondary raw
material imports?
1. Sufficient and well-trained customs and waste shipment inspections staff:
As effective control of waste imports is vital to avoid that hazardous waste
enters the country, the staff at customs should be trustworthy and
excellently trained. It should be clarified in further discussions whether the
number of usually two customs officials who implement the inspections
should be increased to three or four and whether second sample tests can be
included. Furthermore, trainings for inspection staff should be intensified e.g.
with a focus on the classification of waste vs. non-waste and hazardous waste
vs. non-hazardous waste in connection with shipments.73 The OECD has
developed a helpful manual for trainers for this purpose.74
2. Proper treatment or encapsulation and export of toxic waste: As the lack of
treatment capacities for toxic waste imposes high risks on public health and
natural resources, the Albanian government should first of all promote
investments (possibly through Public Private Partnerships) in companies,
which are capable of encapsulating toxic waste and export it to other
countries which have the facilities to defuse such waste.
3. Real-time monitoring of incineration plants needs to become a standard to
prevent illegal incineration.
4. Application of risk profiling tools to identify illegal disposal sites is necessary
as well as visits to suspected illegal disposal sites, which include the relevant
law enforcement and environmental inspectorates, supported by a regular
exchange of information between the relevant policing actors at the national
level.
5. Exchange of information on the prevention of illegal dumping, e.g. by use of
the EU platform ‘EnviCrimeNet’ (www.envicrimenet.eu). Albanian officials
can exchange best practices here with national experts who combat illegal
waste imports in other countries.75

73

The specific need for training is explained in a very helpful way by: European Commission (13/12/2009): The
organization of awareness-raising events on the application of community legislation on shipments of waste, on
landfills, on waste management plans and on waste prevention programmes:
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/shipments/pdf/report_131209.pdf
74 OSCE. (2011). Detection and Prevention of Illegal Transboundary Movement of Waste and Other
Environment-Sensitive Commodities. Manual for Trainers: http://www.osce.org/ukraine/104025?download=true
75See also: Giornalisti Europei – European News Portal (21/09/2011):
http://www.newsandsociety.net/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=141%3Aeuropol-warns-of-in
crease-in-illegal-waste-dumping&catid=2%3Adallestero&lang=it
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3.3 Which revisions are recommendable with respect to contents and
wording of DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016?
The following recommendations were elaborated in consultation with Transparency
International Germany, making use of the legal expertise of PhD Gisela Rüß (Member
of Board) and PhD Angela Reitmaier (Head of Working Group of International
Agreements):
1. More severe punishments, including imprisonments: The penalties for illegal
imports of hazardous and nonhazardous waste are far too low and will
certainly not discourage criminals or organized crime, as profit margins in
illegal waste transactions are very high. The suggested penalties of only up to
37,000 EUR can easily be payed with a small share of profits. The draft law
does not specify to which amount of waste imports the penalty refers (per
ton, per container or per shipment?). As other countries have much stricter
laws on illegal hazardous waste imports, DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 attracts
criminal subjects and organizations to operate in Albania, a reasons why
imprisonments of several years should be included.76 Furthermore, penalties
should apply not only to „persons“, but to all “natural or legal subjects”.
2. Specification of materials from the “Green List”: Prime Minister Edi Rama
reassures that only “paper, aluminium, plastics and wood”77 will be imported.
As opposed to that, the authors of DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 have envisaged
the import of all wastes according to the ‘Green List’, which includes not four
but 168 (!) materials78. In order to avoid misunderstandings, either the four
material groups mentioned by the Prime Minister should be listed specifically
in the draft law, or – if the Green List of the EU is meant – the wording should
be specified from “Green List” to “EU Green List”, which should be
incorporated in the draft law as annex.
3. Establishment of a quota for Albanian recycling materials: If the legislation
and its enforcement agencies ensure sufficient incentives for recycling within
Albania, it can be prevented that foreign secondary raw materials substitute
or compete with national secondary raw materials, collected mostly by
30,000 Albanian waste collectors (which may lead to an increased amount of
waste left uncollected in the streets and less jobs in Albania). Mr. Mihallaq
Qirjo, Head of the Regional Environmental Center in Tirana, suggests that it
should be conditioned by law by how many percent Albanian recycling
businesses need to cover their inputs to their production by secondary raw
materials collected in Albania.
76

For example in Italy legislation does not merely provide for penalities, but rather for imprisonments from one
up to six years for illegal non-hazardous waste shipments and imprisonments from three to eight years for highly
radio-active waste shipments.
In the U.S., for all types of environmental crimes, imprisonments range from 1 to 15 years with fines up to 1
million USD per day of violation. Penalties double in the case of a second offense. See: Situ, Y./ Emmons D. (2000):
Environmental Crime: The Criminal Justice System’s Role in Protecting the Environment. (Sage Publications), p. 38
77https://kryeministria.al/al/newsroom/lajme/fakte-dhe-argumente-per-mbetjet-e-riciklueshme1474912817&pa
ge=40
78 The ‘EU Green List’ can be found in Appendix III of the EU Regulation on Shipment of Waste. It includes all
types of waste that do not pose any likely risk to the environment when shipped for recovery.
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4. Prohibition of energy generation from imported waste: In Article 2 of DRAFT
LAW No. 92/2016 the new point 3 should include not only the prohibition to
import waste for purposes of „deposit, disposal or incineration“, but also for
purposes of „energy generation“, as there is a very high risk that hazardous
waste is imported under the guise of „non-hazardous“ waste, which, if
burned, could emit mercury or other highly toxic substances.
5. Specification that imports can only stem from states subject to UN, OECD
and/or EU shipment regulations: Waste imports are an extremely sensitive
issue with potentially hazardous consequences for the importers and have
therefore been regulated in several international agreements. These
agreements define the responsibilities of originating countries (such as
obligations to take hazardous or illegal shipments back or to pay
compensation). It is therefore important that Albania accepts waste only
from countries that fall under the following regulations:
(1) United Nations Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary
Movements of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal (“Basel Convention”)
of 22 March 1989
(2) OECD Decision C(2001)107/Final of the OECD Council concerning the
revision of Decision C(92) 39/Final on control of transboundary
movements of wastes destined for recovery operations (“OECD Decision”)
(3) EU Waste Regulations, particularly Regulation (EC) No 1013/2006 of 14
June 2006 on Shipments of Waste, amended by Regulation (EU) No
660/2014 of 15 May 2014 as well as the more general EU Waste
Framework Directive 2008/98/EC and the EU Landfill Directive
1999/31/EC.
6. Transparent licencing procedures: DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 concentrates the
decision making power in the hands of the Minister of Environment and the
Minister of Finance not only with respect to the issuing of licences, but also
with respect to the selection of customs points and the authorization of
controls through civil society organizations and with respect to the issuance
of bylaws. It should be considered whether – in addition to the Council of
Ministers – the Parliament can also be included here to help foster effective
monitoring and control.
7. Specification of the articles on controls and monitoring: DRAFT LAW No.
92/2016 provides for controls in up to three border points, but it does not
provide for obligatory scanner controls (and laboratory tests) for all waste
imports. This is particularly critical as it is well known that wastes are
frequently illegally mislabelled and illegal substances are disguised behind or
mixed with legal materials 79 . Furthermore, it remains unclear which
infrastructure, equipment, number and quality of staff is meant when it is
stated that waste can only be imported at customs points which have the
“technical and human capacities for monitoring”. Are customs officials free to
79See

also: OSCE. (2011): Detection and Prevention of Illegal Transboundary Movement of Waste and Other
Environment-Sensitive Commodities. Manual for Trainers: http://www.osce.org/ukraine/104025?download=true
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decide whether to check only the shipping documents or to do scanner
controls, too? Mr. Andreas Windolph, German Federal Criminal Police
Office/ICPO Interpol, emphasizes that in countries with high corruption risk,
effective controls are most vital. Prof. em. Bernd Bilitewski (Technical
University of Dresden), recommended in this regard that any Albanian waste
import law makes a declaration analysis by an internationally accredited
office mandatory and stipulates a compulsory second sample.
8. Clarification of the role civil society in monitoring: DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016
includes the “right” of civil society to monitor waste imports. However, civil
society actors depend entirely on whether the Minister of Environment
authorizes them on the basis of a written request for a specific shipment.
But how should civil society actors know beforehand, which waste imports
are to be expected when and where, and how can they ensure to obtain the
authorization for monitoring in good time? Are there at present any civil
society actors in Albania at all, who can effectively monitor imports,
considering the fact that NGOs in Albania as a rule do not have the resources
to cover border controls on a regular basis? How realistic is it to expect of
volunteers to have the administrative and technical expertise to effectively
monitor waste imports?
9. Use of the legal expertise of international NGOs such as Transparency
International or Legambiente to formulate the necessary bylaws.
10. Learning from the experiences of countries with (formerly) comparable
circumstances, particularly Croatia80 and Hungary.

80

Croatia has experimented with various models of waste imports, too. In 2005, Czech authorities discovered
more than 30,000 tonnes of German municipal waste, which were illegally dumped on open fields and lots, farm
buildings, a vacated military airfield, warehouses, but also in legal landfills. 26 illegal waste dumping actions were
detected. As a consequence, the Czech government considered to stop all waste imports. In March 2006, the
Czeck Government put a rule into effect according to which more types of wastes were added to the existing list
of wastes requiring permits to enter the country. However, this rule very quickly turned out to be impracticable,
not in line with EU waste shipment regulations and the interests of Czech recycling companies. So instead, the
Czech parliament increased merely the maximum fine for improper waste imports from 10 million to 50 million
Czech crowns (from 390,000 to 2,000,000 EUR). In April 2006, five Czechs and one German national were
arrested. Interestingly, the illegal waste exports in the past occurred at times when German capacities were
maxed out. The illegal export of German waste to the Czech Republic was facilitated by recently tightened landfill
regulations (disposing of waste at landfill sites should be regarded as the last resort for waste management and
should only be done for non-recyclable waste). In May 2006, the German and Czech environment ministers
signed a “Roadmap for the take back/disposal or recovery of illegally shipped German waste to the Czech
Republic”. http://www.ssoar.info/ssoar/handle/document/5336
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Annex 1: DRAFT LAW No. 92/2016 (English translation by the author)

Republic of Albania
Parliament
Law (Draft)
No. 92/2016
For some addings and changes in law No. 10 463, dated 22/09/2011, „For
integrated waste management“, changed
In the support of Articles 78 and 83, point 1, of the Constitution, proposed by a
group of Members of Parliament,
The Parliament of the Republic of Albania decided:
In the changed law No. 10 463, dated 22/9/2011, “For integrated waste
management ” the following addings and changes are made:
Article 1
In Article 22, point 3 is deleted.

Article 2
In article 48 about the “Stop of import and transit of waste“ the following changes
and addings are made:
Point 1 is reformulated as follows:
“1. It is prohibited in all cases to import dangerous waste to the Republic of Albania”
b) After point 2 point 3 will be added with the following content:
“3. The import of non-hazardous waste is prohibited for purposes of deposit,
disposal or incineration in the Republic of Albania.”
Article 3
After Article 48, Article 48/1 is added with the following content:
“Article 48/1
Import of non-hazardous waste
1. To the Republic of Albania only non-hazardous solid waste is imported
according to the Green List, as secondary raw materials, to fulfil the needs
and requests of the national recycling industry for purposes of recycling and
use as a substitute of other materials from non-renewable sources, used by
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the industry, except the ones that are defined in point 3 of article 4881 of this
law.
2. The control process and final customs clearance of the waste according to
point 1 of this article, will be done in not more than three customs points which have
the technical and human capacities for monitoring. These points are determined by
the responsible minister for finance and minister for environment.
3. Civil society organisations have the right to monitor the customs points
determined for the control and clearance of waste. They have to present a written
request to obtain the authorization from the responsible minister of environment,
which allows them to make this monitoring. The supervisors of the customs points
are obliged to allow the control of monitoring unconditionally.
4. The import of waste, according to point 1 of this article is only possible with
the authorization of the minister.
5. The request for the authorization of imports is foreseen in the ministry.
6. The authorization of imports of non-hazardous waste, according to point 1
of this article, is allowed only in full compliance with this law and other acts in force.
7. The authorization of non-hazardous wastes according to point 1 of this
article is valid for a period of time up to two years and it will only be given to those
subjects, who are licenced to practise recycling activities and who possess recycling
infrastructure.
The authorization is based on the general conditions, defined in the approved
regulations in the implementation of this law and every specific condition that has to
do with the specific case.
8. In the authorization of the waste import, according to point 1 of this article,
it will be defined:
a) the type of the waste which is allowed for import;
b) the standards for waste packaging and labelling and the documents required
during the transport;
c) the requests for monitoring and reporting of the waste transport;
9. the applicant for the authorization of the import of non-hazardous waste has
to prove that all the wastes are proceeded, according to their type and code;
10. the Council of Ministers, following the proposal of the minister, approves the
list of the waste, according to point 1 of this article, which are allowed to be
imported and the rules for the implementation of this article, as well as the
transparency rules with respect to this import.
11. the Council of Ministers, following the proposal of the minister, approves the
rules and procedures of waste imports for reuse, processing, recycling and as
substitutes, for the implementation of this law.
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Comment of the author: Point 3 of article 48 defines that imports of non-hazardous wastes to Albania for
purposes of storage and disposal are prohibited.
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Article 4
In article 62 the following changes and addings are applied:
a) Point 48 will be reworded as follows: “48. Every person who imports hazardous
waste to the Republic of Albania, according article 48 of this law, will be punished
and has to pay the amount of 3,500,000 Albanian Lek [comment of the author: which
equals 26,000 EUR], to 5,000,000 Albanian Lek [comment of the author: which equals
37 000 EUR].”.
b) After point 50, point 50/1 is added with the following content: “50/1. Every
person who imports not dangerous waste to the Republic of Albania without
authorization or in contradiction with the authorization and not in line with article
48/1 of this law, will be punished and has to pay 1,500,000 (one million five hundred
thousand) [comment of the author: which equals 11,000 EUR] up to 2,000,000 (two
million) Albanian Lek [comment of the author: which equals 15,000 EUR].”.
Bylaws,
1. The Council of Ministers is put in charge to issue by-laws to implement points 10
and 11 of article 3, within 1 month from the entrance into the force of this law.
2. The minister responsible for finance and the minister responsible for environment
are put in charge to issue by-laws to implement point 2 of article 3, within 1 month
from the entrance into force of this law.
DEPUTY CHAIRMAN
Edmond SPAHO
Approved on 22/9/2016
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Annex 2: Overview of Albania’s waste import history and legislation
The first waste imports to Albania were reported in the beginning of the 1990s. To
protect the environment, waste imports were limited in 2003 to wastes „for the
purpose of use, processing and recycling” through a Decision of the Council of
Ministers (DCM No. 806, adopted on 4 December 2003) by the government under
Fatos Nano/ Socialist Party (SP)82. On 28 December 2005, DCM No. 835 further
limited waste imports by defining a “list of waste, hazardous waste and other waste
prohibited to be imported for purposes of conservation, depositing and disposal”.
In line with DCM No. 806 and DCM No. 835, more than 400 types of waste classified
as non-hazardous waste were allowed to enter the country. Despite the restrictions,
several scandals about illegal dumping of foreign hazardous waste could not be
prevented83. As a result, strong protests took place. On 13 October 2010, the
government decided to further restrict waste imports and approved DCM No. 825
according to which only 55 (out of 168 types of waste from the EU Green List) were
allowed to be imported for „purposes of use recycling and processing”84. The civil
society organization AKIP (Aleanca Kunder Importit te Plehrave/ Alliance Against the
Import of Waste) kept on fighting for the entire stop of waste imports – without
success: In September 2011, Law No. 10463 “On Integrated Waste Management”
was approved with 76 out of 140 votes in parliament, including the permit for the
import of certain types of waste. In November 2011, President Bamir Topi sent the
law back to parliament and requested further deliberation, but his decree was
overthrown with a majority of 71 votes85.
In 2012, AKIP collected 64,000 signatures for holding a referendum on the legislation
on waste imports. In March 2012, the signatures were handed over to the Central
Elections Council (KQZ). In March 2013, the Albanian Constitutional Court issued a
verdict which approved a referendum to be held after the general elections of
201386. Against this background, stopping waste imports in total became a main
election promise of the Socialist Party under Mr. Edi Rama in 2013. After winning the
elections, Prime Minister Edi Rama’s Council of Ministers immediately abolished the
legislation of 2011. Since then, waste imports to Albania are entirely prohibited.
The year 2016 brought about a surprising change, as three members of parliament
presented the new Draft Law on Waste Imports No. 92/2016, proposing to reallow
the import of waste for recycling purposes – which initiated new waves of strong
protests and critical discussions.

82http://mobile.ikub.al/LIGJE/Per-miratimin-e-rregullave-e-te-procedurave-per-importimin-e-mbetjeve-per-perd

orim-perpunim-e-riciklim--312040006.aspx
83In 2004 for example, 588 tonnes of hazardous waste of French origin had entered Albania without being
reported nor approved by the Albanian authorities
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=WQ&reference=E-2012-004081&language=FI
84http://www.lawjournal.al/sites/default/files/LEGAL-AND-POLICY-DEVELOPMENTS-OF-NON-HAZARDOUS-WAST
E-IMPORT-IN-ALBANIA.pdf
85http://www.botasot.info/shqiperia/576063/quot-mafia-e-plehrave-quot-projektligji-do-te-miratohet-me-22-sht
ator/
86http://www.panorama.com.al/importi-i-mbetjeve-reagon-akip-e-kundershtojme-kemi-hapur-peticion/
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Annex 3: Upcoming tenders in the waste sector in Albania (2017-2019) and
recommendations for German and foreign businesses
Upcoming tenders in the waste sector in Albania (December 2017 – 2019)
In 2015/2016, the Albanian Government has defined its waste-related investment
priorities for the next year in its Single Sector Project Pipeline.
Ongoing projects, which are financed by state budget (62.5 %, 64.7 million EUR) and
donor support (37.5 %, 33.7 million EUR) include:
(1) Integrated Solid Waste Management System Vlora,
(2) Solid Waste Management South- East Albania,
(3) Construction of an incinerator for Fier Municipality,
(4) Construction of the Incinerator for Elbasan Municipality (project completed)
(5) Rehabilitation of Voloder Waste Dump in Saranda
Future priorities of the Albanian Government include:
(1) Construction of an Incinerator for Tirana municipality
(2) Construction of New Landfill for Diber Region
(3) Construction of New Landfill for Gjirokastra Region
(4) Construction of landfill for Inert for the waste management in Vlora region
(5) Construction of New Landfill for Kukes Region
According to Ms. Aferdita Ponari / KfW Development Bank, at the end of 2017, new
tenders in the waste management sector (particularly on the operation of landfills
and in the area of recycling) will be published on www.gtai.de. (These tenders are
entirely independent of a potential adoption of Draft Law No. 92/2016.)
It is also likely that new KfW tenders will be published starting from March 2018 as
the Solid Waste Management Plan for Albania should be finalized by then and four
landfills shall be constructed in the next two to six years (see above). There might
also be tenders of SECO (State Secretariat for Economic Affairs of Switzerland) which
is planning to become active in a landfill in Berat, possibly in cooperation with the
KfW Development Bank. In general, the IMF, the World Bank and Switzerland are
planning to strengthen their engagement in the waste sector. Also, the German
Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development has been increasing its
engagement in the waste sector since 2015. And in the frame of the ministry’s
Impact Investing Initiative (as a follow up to the German G7 and G20 presidency in
2015 and 2017), German companies may benefit from increased support if they
want to invest in sustainable waste solutions in Albania.
A short overview of location factors for investments in Albania’s waste sector:
Positive location factors include:




low minimum wage
relatively motivated workforce
relatively good and constantly improving infrastructure (Durres Harbour,
Tirana Airport, improved water and energy supply in most areas)
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Room for improvement still exists with respect to the following areas:






fight against corruption
legal security and rule of law (implementation lacks behind the legislation)
lack of reliable energy supply in some areas
lack of incentives for investments
property rights

Recommendations for foreign investors in the waste sector of Albania:
Mr. Jarosch, Executive Director of DIHA (German Industry and Trade Association in
Albania) recommends foreign investors, who plan to invest in the Albanian waste sector,


to check the current Economic Survey (“Konjunkturumfrage 2016”87) of DIHA as
well as GTAI (Germany Trade and Invest) data and to get in touch with DIHA to
be updated on the latest investment developments.



to look out for EU Twinnings.



to find trustworthy, well-connected Albanian business partners who are
well-informed about Albanian infrastructure (particularly in terms of energy,
water and waste).



to consider that under the next government, tables may turn. It should be made
sure, that investments pay out despite a potential change of the government.



to consider also unusual locations when investing in labour-intensive areas, as
the well-known Tirana-Durres axis has the advantage of good infrastructure and
proximity to the airport, but the workforce potential is already mostly exhausted
and more expensive due to already established Albanian and foreign companies.



to keep in mind that the higher the investment sum and the number of jobs
created, the more likely is the support of the Government (investments starting
from 500,000 EUR are usually particularly welcomed and supported by the
Albanian Government).

In addition to that, it is also recommendable


to look carefully in the financing concept of the Albanian partners (Have the
financial contributions already been allocated in the national or communal
budget? How will communes or partners ensure that the envisaged fees and
taxes are encashed?)



to find out which (development or economic) support programs your
government has set up recently to support the sustainability of your investment
(G7 and G20 countries e.g. have in 2015 and 2017 decided to foster investments
in sustainable global supply chains and want to ensure particular support to
small and medium enterprises). German businesses may contact the German
Agency for Business and Development (‚Agentur für Wirtschaft und
Entwicklung’), financed by the German Federal Government.

87Full

survey on: http://www.diha.al/mitglieder/umfragen/ ; Summary on:
http://www.diha.al/news/diha-news/einzel-ansicht/artikel/diha-stellt-die-ergebnisse-der-konjunkturumfrage-20
16-vor/?cHash=0c7f45ac552394c664bf532dbd104e50
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Annex 4: Recommendations on how to attract German (and other foreign)
investors or business partners to engage in the Albanian waste sector
Interviews with 11 representatives of German waste companies active in the Western
Balkans and with Mr. Michael Alber, CEO of German-Albanian Economic Association
(DAW), gave a clear picture of why still many companies are reluctant to invest in the
waste sector of Albania and what Albanian politics and businesses could do:


Supporting not only big but also small and medium-sized investors: It is rather
unrealistic to expect that big foreign companies invest significantly in the Albanian
waste sector. Big waste companies are often willing to invest only if significant
revenues (starting from 20 million) are to be expected, and are usually only
interested in the 2 to 5 biggest cities of Albania. Small and medium-sized companies
have heard of the relatively bigger problems that they might have, as they observed
that the Albanian Government had in the last years shown lopsided support for big
investors, while leaving SMEs alone with difficulties in claiming their due or in
getting their VAT reimbursements. However, in many countries, particularly in
Germany, medium-sized companies have excellent know-how, investment capital
and higher interest in small markets like Albania and should, therefore, be equally
welcomed and supported.



Having realistic expectations: “Albanian business partners request for a joint
cooperation that German partners contribute almost any input – technologies,
financing and know-how – so that they also bear the full risk of investment – then it
is understandable that especially German small and medium-sized companies reveal
low interest. A good example for Albanian-German business-cooperation to follow
would be the case of Rossmann, where the Albanian counterpart, Mr. Lala, bears a
share of the risk and ensures equity participation”, stated Mr. Michael Alber, CEO of
German-Albanian Economic Association (DAW). In fact, also several German
companies interviewed for this study mentioned that Albanian business partners
have often approached them with such unrealistic expectations. Certainly, the
likelihood of investments increases strongly with a reliable and stable legal and
political framework.



Finding matching business partners through specific business associations in the
waste sector: Albanian waste and recycling companies that are in search of German
business partners, may find matching partners through the respective business
association, particularly through the Federal Association for Secondary Raw
Materials (Bundesverband für Sekundärrohstoffe).



Providing sector-specific information to foreign business associations in the waste
sector: The Albanian Government could attract more interest by providing useful
information to business associations. Potential investors interviewed showed their
interest particularly in “a list of upcoming and sustainable waste projects”, in
“projects with suitable figures and a good balance of risks with mitigation on the
collection risk” and “an overview of Albania’s Environmental Legislation”.



Finding matching communal actors: Albanian communes may find interesting
partners through the German Federal Association of Communal Waste Disposal
Services (Bundesverband für kommunale Entsorgungsunternehmen)
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